
total size is 60487680  speedup is 1061.24
receiving file list ... done
ports.tar.rmd160

sent 64 bytes  received 636 bytes  200.00 bytes/sec
total size is 512  speedup is 0.73
Creating port index in /opt/local/var/macports/sources/rsync.macports.org/release/tarballs/ports
Adding port python/py-sympy
Adding subport py25-sympy
Adding subport py26-sympy
Adding subport py27-sympy
Adding subport py32-sympy
Adding subport py33-sympy
Adding subport py34-sympy

Total number of ports parsed:   7 
Ports successfully parsed:      7 
Ports failed:                   0 
Up-to-date ports skipped:       18328

--->  MacPorts base is already the latest version

The ports tree has been updated. To upgrade your installed ports, you should run
  port upgrade outdated
mark:~ sima$ sudo port upgrade outdated
Nothing to upgrade.
mark:~ sima$ ipython
Python 2.7.6 (default, Nov 12 2013, 13:12:10) 
Type "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.

IPython 1.2.1 -- An enhanced Interactive Python.
?         -> Introduction and overview of IPython's features.
%quickref -> Quick reference.
help      -> Python's own help system.
object?   -> Details about 'object', use 'object??' for extra details.

In [1]: import gr
Caching the list of root modules, please wait!
(This will only be done once - type '%rehashx' to reset cache!)

graph_tool  grp         

In [1]: import graph_tool
dyld: lazy symbol binding failed: Symbol not found: __ZN5boost6python7objects23register_dynamic_id_auxENS0_9type_infoEPFNSt3__14pairIPvS2_EES5_E
  Referenced from: /opt/local/Library/Frameworks/Python.framework/Versions/2.7/lib/python2.7/site-packages/graph_tool/libgraph_tool_core.so
  Expected in: flat namespace

dyld: Symbol not found: __ZN5boost6python7objects23register_dynamic_id_auxENS0_9type_infoEPFNSt3__14pairIPvS2_EES5_E
  Referenced from: /opt/local/Library/Frameworks/Python.framework/Versions/2.7/lib/python2.7/site-packages/graph_tool/libgraph_tool_core.so
  Expected in: flat namespace

Trace/BPT trap: 5
mark:~ sima$ sudo port -v selfupdate
--->  Updating MacPorts base sources using rsync
receiving file list ... done

sent 36 bytes  received 69 bytes  14.00 bytes/sec
total size is 4925440  speedup is 46908.95
receiving file list ... done

sent 36 bytes  received 76 bytes  32.00 bytes/sec
total size is 512  speedup is 4.57
MacPorts base version 2.2.1 installed,
MacPorts base version 2.2.1 downloaded.
--->  Updating the ports tree
Synchronizing local ports tree from rsync://rsync.macports.org/release/tarballs/ports.tar
receiving file list ... done

sent 36 bytes  received 70 bytes  23.56 bytes/sec
total size is 60487680  speedup is 570638.49
receiving file list ... done

sent 36 bytes  received 77 bytes  25.11 bytes/sec
total size is 512  speedup is 4.53
Creating port index in /opt/local/var/macports/sources/rsync.macports.org/release/tarballs/ports

Total number of ports parsed:   0 
Ports successfully parsed:      0 
Ports failed:                   0 
Up-to-date ports skipped:       18335

--->  MacPorts base is already the latest version
^[[A
The ports tree has been updated. To upgrade your installed ports, you should run
  port upgrade outdated
mark:~ sima$ sudo port upgrade outdated
Nothing to upgrade.
mark:~ sima$ sudo port install py-graph-tool
--->  Computing dependencies for py-graph-tool
--->  Cleaning py-graph-tool
--->  Scanning binaries for linking errors: 100.0%
--->  No broken files found.
mark:~ sima$ ipython
Python 2.7.6 (default, Nov 12 2013, 13:12:10) 
Type "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.

IPython 1.2.1 -- An enhanced Interactive Python.
?         -> Introduction and overview of IPython's features.
%quickref -> Quick reference.
help      -> Python's own help system.
object?   -> Details about 'object', use 'object??' for extra details.

In [1]: import graph_tool
dyld: lazy symbol binding failed: Symbol not found: __ZN5boost6python7objects23register_dynamic_id_auxENS0_9type_infoEPFNSt3__14pairIPvS2_EES5_E
  Referenced from: /opt/local/Library/Frameworks/Python.framework/Versions/2.7/lib/python2.7/site-packages/graph_tool/libgraph_tool_core.so
  Expected in: flat namespace

dyld: Symbol not found: __ZN5boost6python7objects23register_dynamic_id_auxENS0_9type_infoEPFNSt3__14pairIPvS2_EES5_E
  Referenced from: /opt/local/Library/Frameworks/Python.framework/Versions/2.7/lib/python2.7/site-packages/graph_tool/libgraph_tool_core.so
  Expected in: flat namespace

Trace/BPT trap: 5
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